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Successful slllall group teaching
Anne Worrall-Davies

The aims of this article are to provide guidance on
how to facilitate small group teaching and to
address ways in which learners can be actively
involved in the small group setting.

How to read this article

To make best use of this article, it is suggested that
you first read the two observed teaching examples
in Boxes 1 and 2. For both, just read the learning
objectives and teaching plans, then jot down your
own thoughts about how the teaching might have
progressed, and finally read the tutor's notes and
the observer's comments. Compare your own
thoughts with these before reading the main article.
At various stages you may wish to look again at the
observed teaching examples. It is also suggested that
you repeat the above exercise when you have
finished reading. The multiple choice questions at
the end are based on the article as a whole.

What is small group
teaching?

Small group teaching is a rather broad term without
a clear definition. It covers tutorials, seminars and
small problem-solving classes - the size of the
'small' group may vary from a handful of students
to around 30 participants. What actually goes on in
small group teaching may at first sight seem rather
a mystery to tutors and students alike. In fact, the
small group setting provides an ideal opportunity
for teachers to facilitate active learner participation.

Whv is learner participation
deSIrable?

Educational research over the past two decades has
shown us that there are two clear styles of learning
- 'surface' and 'deep' (Collier, 1985; Marton & Saljo,
1976; Bligh, 1995). Surface learning involves the
assimilation of material by rote learning and is the
way that many of us progressed (successfully)
through medical school. Deep learning involves
understanding, applying and integrating new
material, and is the way that many of us now
(hopefully) address new clinical and research ideas.
Whereas surface learning results in good immediate
recall of material, deep learning sets a better long
term pattern of recalling and applying new material.
An evaluation ofHarvard Medical School's problem
based learning approach to teaching (Moore et ai,
1994) showed that students gained the same amount
of knowledge as with the previous traditional pro
gramme, but they gained much more in terms of
interpersonal and psychosocial skills and their
enjoyment was greater.

Learning and teaching
in psychiatry

For many of the psychiatric concepts and ideas that
we teach undergraduates and postgraduates, deep
learning would, therefore, be a desirable learning
style for students. Although the teaching methods
discussed later in this article can promote deep
learning (see Boxes 3 and 4), it should be remem
bered that for some students, surface learning is the
more natural method, and many may attempt to
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convert interactive sessions into fact-gathering
sessions because this feels more comfortable. You
yourself may be a natural surface learner, making
teaching styles aimed at promoting deep learning
inherently more difficult for you. For those of you
who are naturally deep learners, you may be
desperate to throwaway the fact-informing lecture
notes of past years - however, lectures also have
considerable merit if well-structured and presented
(Sensky, 1999). Remember that there are a variety of
styles and techniques you can use (Boxes 3 and 4)
reflect carefully on which might best suit you, your
material and your students.

Bo 1. Ob erved teaching e ample 1

Reflection, evaluation
and observation

A caveat to using a variety of teaching methods in
one session is not to get over-enthusiastic and leave
yourself and students unsure whether the session
is a psychiatry teaching or a crash-course in
innovative teaching practices! The best way to
avoid such mistakes is through self-reflection,
student evaluation and peer observation of teaching

Tim : 1 hour
tudent : clMPhil cour e in p ychiatry

Topic: onnal infant de elopment,0-2 ea
Leaming objective: t the end of the teaching, tudent will:
• be abl to Ii t ke motor, en ory, cognitive and p cho ocial maturational ta k for thi

developmental period
• have an unde tanding of the relation between each of the eta ks
• be aware of appropriate theoretical framework for the e developm ntal ta

Teachingplan:
Introduction, tutor and tudents

ap out e ion tructur for tudent
Brain torm de lopm ntalta k for 0-2 ear old and collate

into theoretical framework (Erik en, 1965)
Introduce live baby into e ion

tudent buzz group to gue baby' age
tudent to ugg twa of checking out age and doing

developmental t t ( ome equipment available)
tudent brain tonn bab ' age again

Condu ion and final que tion

5min
5min

10 min
5min
5min

20min

Omin

Db eroer' comment:
Clear teaching plan with original idea of live bab - thi wa received ery well b tudent! ould

not ea il b r p ated, though, and could ha e fallen apart if baby had become di tr ed
(contingent plan wer a aiJable, apparentJ ). The ob iou po itive were the immediate tudent
tudent interaction enerated b the buzz group /brainstorm and b the'li e demo' of the bab .

Developm ntal te ting wa aid to b 'fun' b e ral tudent in tead of 'boring' apr i d
previou I . Lot of que tion were a ked at th end.

Teacher' own r flection:
eemed an id al opportunity to combine n w moth rhood and teaching child development. Did

have other plan if bab had not cooperated - I think it worked well becau e I knew I had Plan B
o felt rela ed about it all. ot repeat d ea ily but I have video footage of all developmental tag

ofbab ocouldr ampne ttimewithannotated ideo clip . !twa ali el e ion,though,and
I might con ider 'borrowing' a baby for a repeat e ion!
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sessions. Evaluation will be dealt with in another
article in this series. Self-reflection and peer obser
vation are discussed here. All clinicians are used to
reflecting on the content and process of clinical ses
sions, and it is only a matter of habit to reflect on the
content and process of a teaching session. Being a
'reflective teacher' uses thesameskillsasbeinga good
clinician. Why did it seem to go badly after a good
start?Whatcould Ihavedone toencourage thestudents
to talk more ? What can I do next time to avoid
running over time? A useful framework might be:

Box 2. Observed teaching e ample 2

• What went well and why?
• What went badly and why?
• What could I do to improve next time?
More detail, outside the scope of this article, can

be found in Brown & Atkins (1988).
Peer observation is another important way of

assessing your performance as a teacher. It does not
have tobethreatening,and probablymostofusactually
perform better than we think we do. Setting up a
group of colleagues to sit in on each others' teach
ings is a non-threatening way of organising peer

Time: 2 hours
ttldent : clMPhil course in p ychiatry, 20 students

Topic: Depre ive di order in children
Lanting objective: t the end of the teaching, student will be able to:
• de cribe the frequency and di tribution of depre ive di order in childhood
• compare and contra t aetiologicaI factor of depre ion in children and adult
• defend the propo ition that p ychological therapie are the fir t-line treatment for childhood

depre ion
• briefly de cribe the principle of th therapie availabl and evaluate the evidence for their

effectivene
• make prediction about which children are likely to go on to have depre ion in adulthood

Teachingplan:
Introduction, tutor and tudents
Map out session format for students

yndicate method ( ee Box 3) : five groups of four students to work
on ta k directly drawn from the five learning objective; material
provided in room (books, relevant key papers)

ive group pre entation with di cu ion
Conclusions and final que tion

Smins
Smin

60 min
Smins

Smin

Observer's comme1tts:
Clear teaching plan with u e of yndicate method - thi wa received with caution bytudent , but

they warmed to the task . The obvious po itive were that the majority of the e ion wa pent
in tudent-student interaction and tudent-Ied di cu ion with the tutor.

Teacher ounded a little nervou at the tart but thi did not last long. tudents picked up on this and
may have attributed it to teacher being observed - eemed to want to help him a a result,
empathised with him.

Teacl,er's own reflection:
Was not too sure whether this would work and I do not think I presented it with a great deal of

confidence. I thought the students might rebel, refuse to do the task or sabotage it. I had tried to
plan it carefully, with thought about what I would do if it did go wrong and how I would re pond
if the tudent did abotage it. I felt uncomfortable and guilty that I wa perceived a not doing
much while they were working hard at the ta k - in fact, I pent the majority of the . e in
di cu ion with the tudents. The tudent a ked que tion I am ure th y would not have a ked
in a big group. Varying levels of que tioning, from basic concepts to ophi ticated level, challenging
my own knowledge base. I developed a different type of relationship with the students- more of
a peer relationship, less of hierarchical teacher-pupil one. By the end, this felt good, but initially
I felt rather out of control.
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Bo 3. ome good method of mall group teaching

a e di eu ion

Buzz group

yttdieat

Brain tonning

Role-play

i hbowl

Rowul

Pyramid

Pre entation of case followed by group di cu ion. tated aim of the teaching
e ion to 01 e a problem in the group di cu ion

Brief, 1-2 minute di cu ion of a clear que tion or topic, in pairs. Id a
generated fed back and di cus ed by whole group

Mini-project work done by individual or 2-4 tudents together, reported back
to the whole group

Rapid idea generation from whole group. Idea received with no critia m b
tutor and collated. Oi eu ion and evaluation of collated idea b whole group

mall groups of tudent act out vignette - ome tudent ma pIa ob erv
er of the role-play, leading to di cu ion by whole grou p

mall group, 2-4 tudent di cu or pre ent topic in front of remainder of
group who watch and then discu . The mall group then act a ob erver to
the remainder of group who re-pre ent the topic

ach participant talks in tum

tart in pairs, then work in group of four, then 8, then 16, etc. until whol
mall group involved in ta k

Prior to looking at Bo 4, try thinking of e ample for each teaching method from your own
practice

Bo 4. ample of good practice in mall group teaching in po tgraduate p ychiatry

a e di II iolt

Buzz group

Syndicate

Brain tonning

Role-play

Fi hbowl

Rounds

Pyramid

C e pre entation of17-year-old ian boy with p ychotic ymptom , diagno .
uncertain. Stated aim of the teaching e ion to formulate a working diagno i

Topic: introduction to p ychological problem in children. ked to p nd
two minute in pairs Ii ting diagno likely in childr n.Oiagno e gen rated
fed back and di cu ed by whole group

ini-project work done by group of four and reported back to the whole
group: what i different between the pre entation, tr abnent, outcom of
depre ion in children and in adult?

eneration of probable aetiological factors for major depre ive di order from
whole group. Idea received with no criticism by tutor, and collated in
framework of 'biological',' ocial' and'p ychological' factor prior to whol
group di cu ion

mall group of tudents act out vignette of famil of teenager with anore ia
nervo a

Small group, 2 tudent di cu or pre ent topic in front of remainder of
group who watch and then di cu . he mall group then act a ob erver to
the r mainder of group who re-pre ent the topic

Topic: re earch method . Each participant briefly de cribe own re earch
e perience and particular trength and weakne e

Topic: u e of Mental Health Act. Oi cu in pairs when, and how appropriat ly,
participant hav u ed ection 2 and 3 in ca e of life-threatening anore ia
nervo a, then build up through pyramid to whole group di cu ion
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observation. It is also useful to ask the observer to
answer specific questions about the teaching, or to
do focused tasks, such as timing the proportions of
a session in which you and the students are talking.

What makes a good small
group teacher?

First and foremost, a good small group teacher
facilitates communication between students, and
between students and their teacher. Tutor inter
ventions can be usefully divided (Brown & Atkins,
1988) into authoritative (prescriptive, informative
and confronting) and facilitative (cathartic, analytic
and supportive). Authoritative interventions tend
to shut down dialogue in teaching sessions, whereas
facilitative ones encourage dialogue. Most psych
iatrists will be accustomed to using facilitative
interventions in client sessions, particularly if using
a client-eentred model (Rogers, 1961). To be good
facilitators of communication, small group teachers
need excellent questioning, listening, responding
and explaining skills.

Questioning, listening
and responding

Questions may be asked to gather information,
explore feelings and attitudes and encourage
thinking - see Box 5 for a useful classification.

Recall questions expecting a factual answer may
be inherently threatening as they expect a correct
response. Open questions inviting observations and
thoughts are likely to open up a session for students

80 5. Types of questions

Recall-ob ervation-thought, divided a to
whether the que tion elicits a recalled fact,
encourages an observation on a topic, or
invite a discursive comment

Open or closed, inviting an extended
re pon e or a ye -no answer, re pectively

Encouraging-threatening, re pectively
providing and preventing a ale enough
environment for an answer to be attempted

Clear-eonfu ed: confu ed que tion have
more than one question embedded in
them, or are ambiguous

to join in, with little expectation of correct and
incorrect responses. How do we judge whether our .
questioning is clear, encouraging and open enough
to facilitate discussion? Self-reflection after the
session is useful- videotaping sessions, or having
a peer observer there, are also ways of analysing
questioning in detail. The observer might count the
number ofeach type of question, or might record the
student responses to different types of questions.

Listening and responding to students is very
similar to listening and responding to a client. It is
important to be able to show the students that you
are actively listening to what is being said - non
verbal signs are useful, as are prompts, and
encouraging 'mm-mm' sounds. For further thoughts
on questioning, listening and responding to small
groups, try Brown & Atkins (1988) or psychotherapy
texts to refresh your knowledge ofclient-based skills
(e.g. Rogers, 1961; Casement, 1985).

Further information

Most of the essential features of planning and
structuring a small group teaching have been
covered in the other articles in this series on teaching
in psychiatry (Sensky, 1999) and in a previous
series of articles (Curran & Bowie, 1998; Worrall
Davies,1998). Some additional useful reading
material has been listed at the end of the article.
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Multiple choice questions

1. In generating ideas using the brainstorming
technique, it is important for the teacher to:
a follow up the ideas later in the session with

the students
b not to mention to students beforehand that the

ideas generated will be used later in the session
c constructively criticise the ideas as they are

generated
d collate the ideas as they are generated using a

useful framework.

3. The most important skills for the small group
teacher to possess are:
a the ability to listen actively
b the ability to interrupt to keep the session on

course
c the ability to reflect on his or her own teaching

practice
d the ability to make appropriate dynamic

interpretations of students' contributions.

2. When lecturing in the small group setting, the
teacher should:
a break the session up into mini-lectures, each

with a beginning, middle and end
b allow plenty of opportunities for questions to

be asked
c not allow interruptions
d take the opportunity to present his or her own

up-to-date research work.

Qan wer

1 2
a TaT
b F b T
c F c F
d T d F

3
a T
b F
c T
d
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